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Introduction
Let T : A → B be a linear mapping between Banach algebras. A tempting challenge for researchers is to determine conditions on a certain set S ⊂ A × A to guarantee that the property T (ab) = T (a)T (b), for every (a, b) ∈ S,
implies that T is a homomorphism. Some particular subsets S give rise to precise notions studied in the literature. For example, given a fixed element z ∈ A, a linear map T : A → B satisfying (1) for the set S z = {(a, b) ∈ A × A : ab = z} is called multiplicative at z. Let X be a Banach A-bimodule. A linear map S : A → X satisfying
for every (a, b) ∈ S z is called derivable at z. In [7, Subsection 4.2] , [11, Theorem 2] , [15, 17, 18, 30, 31] the authors study linear maps that are derivable at 0. Linear maps that are derivable at a fixed invertible element z are explored in [29] , [32] and [33] . A remarkable result due to F. Lu proves that if z is a left or right separating point of X and T : A → X is a continuous linear map, then T is derivable at z if and only if T is a Jordan derivation and satisfies T (za) = T (z)a + zT (a) and T (az) = T (a)z + aT (z), for all a ∈ A (see [23] ). For more recent contributions on derivable maps at certain points we refer to [28] , [34] and [36] .
Back to multiplicative maps at a certain point, J. Zhu, Ch. Xiong, and H. Zhu explored in [35] those linear maps on the algebra M n of all n × n matrices that are multiplicative at a certain fixed point z ∈ M n . More concretely, a fixed point z ∈ M n is an all-multiplicative point if every linear bijection Φ on M n with Φ(I n ) = I n , which is multiplicative at z is a multiplicative mapping, where I n denotes the unit matrix in M n . The main result in [35] proves that every z ∈ M n with det(z) = 0 is an all-multiplicative point in M n , and if Φ is a bijective linear map which is multiplicative at I n , then there exists an invertible matrix b ∈ M n such that either Φ(x) = bxb −1 for all x ∈ M n or Φ(x) = bx tr b −1 for all x ∈ M n .
Mappings that are multiplicative at the identity element between general unital Banach algebras have been recently considered by J. Li and J. Zhou in [21] . One of the main results in the just quoted paper, states that every linear mapping T from a unital Banach A algebra into another Banach algebra B which is multiplicative at 1 and satisfies T (a) = T (1)T (a) = T (a)T (1), for every a ∈ A, is a Jordan homomorphism (see [21, (ab + ba). A Jordan homomorphism between C * -algebras is a linear map preserving the natural Jordan products. A Jordan * -homomorphism between C * -algebras A and B is a Jordan homomorphism T :
Other previous results can be now rewritten with the notion of multiplicative map at a point. In [7, Subsection 4 .1], M. Brešar studies additive maps that are multiplicative at 0. A forerunner of the previous paper is contained in [11] , where M.A. Chebotar, W.-F. Ke and P.-H. Lee describe the bijective additive maps on a prime ring containing non-trivial idempotents that are multiplicative at zero. The latter three authors together with N.C. Wong [12] study linear maps between algebras generated by idempotents that are multiplicative at zero. Their results apply to matrix algebras, standard operator algebras, C * -algebras and von Neumann algebras.
J. Araujo and K. Jarosz established in [5] that every bijective linear map T between spaces of vector-valued continuous functions such that T and T −1 are multiplicative at zero is usually automatically continuous. The same authors prove in [4, Theorem 1] that every linear bijection T between standard operator algebras such that T and T −1 are multiplicative at zero is automatically continuous and a multiple of an algebra isomorphism.
If A is a unital C * -algebra and B is a Banach algebra, J. Alaminos, M. Brešar, J. Extremera, and A. Villena prove in [2, Theorem 4.1] that a bounded linear operator h : A → B is multiplicative at zero if and only if h(1)h(xy) = h(x)h(y) for all x, y ∈ A. Other related results are given in [9, 13, 14, 20] .
Undoubtedly, C * -algebras enjoy nice geometric properties which make them very attractive when studying results on automatic continuity and on * -homomorphisms. Motivated by the long list of references commented above, and in order to have a more appropriate notion valid in the particular setting of C * -algebras, we introduce in this note the following definition. Definition 1.1. Let T : A → B be a map between C * -algebras, and let z be an element in A. We say that T is a
Clearly, every * -homomorphism between C * -algebras is a * -homomorphism at every point of its domain.
Let A and B be C * -algebras, where A is unital. In Theorem 2.5 we prove that every linear map T : A → B which is a * -homomorphism at the unit of A is a Jordan * -homomorphism. If we additionally assume that A is simple and infinite, then a linear map T : A → B is a * -homomorphism if and only if T is a * -homomorphism at the unit of A (see Theorem 2.8). For a general unital C * -algebra A and a linear map T : A → B, we establish, in Corollary 2.11, that the following conditions are equivalent:
* -homomorphism at 0 and at 1.
Actually if p is a non-zero projection in A, and T is a * -homomorphism at p and at 1 − p, then we prove that T is a Jordan * -homomorphism (see Corollary 2.12).
In section 3 we initiate the study of those linear maps T : A → B that are * -homomorphisms at a fixed unitary element in A. Under this hypothesis the conclusions are harder to establish. In Theorem 3.1 we prove that if a bounded linear map T from a unital C * -algebra A into another C * -algebra is a * -homomorphism at a unitary u in A, then T (1) is a projection, T (1)T (a) = T (a)T (1) for every a ∈ A, and T (1)T is a Jordan homomorphism. If we also assume that T (1)T (x) = T (x) for every x ∈ A, then T is a Jordan homomorphism. Besides, if T is a * -homomorphism at 0 and at u then T (1) is a projection, T (1) commutes with T (A), and T (1)T is a * -homomorphism (see Corollary 3.2).
* -homomorphism at the unit element
Multiplicative maps at the identity are connected with Hua's theorem and some of its generalizations. It is well known that every unital Jordan homomorphism between Banach algebras strongly preserves invertibility, that is, T (a −1 ) = T (a) −1 , for every invertible element a ∈ A. Moreover, Hua's theorem shows that every unital additive map between fields that strongly preserves invertibility is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism ([1, Theorem 1.15]).
In [10] , M. A. Chebotar, W.-F. Ke, P.-H. Lee, L.-S. Shiao improved Hua's theorem by relaxing the condition
for all a, b ∈ A −1 . They prove that every bijective additive map T : K → K on a division ring K, satisfying (3) is of the form T = T (1)S, where S : K → K is an automorphism or an anti-automorphism and T (1) lies in the center of K.
Later, Y.-F. Lin, T.-L. Wong extended this result to the ring M n (K) of n × n (n ≥ 2) matrices over a division ring K [22] . From [22 
T is an automorphism or an anti-automorphism. Additive maps between general unital Banach satisfying condition (3) have been studied by A. Márquez-García, A. MoralesCampoy and the first author of this note in [8] .
It is clear that every linear map T : A → B which is multiplicative at the identity verifies (3) and T (1) is an idempotent. We also recall that an element a in a Banach algebra A is called Drazin invertible if there exists a (unique) element b ∈ A such that ab = ba, bab = b and a k ba = a k for some positive integer k. If such b exists, b is called the Drazin inverse of a and is usually denoted by a D . In particular every idempotent element p ∈ A is Drazin invertible with p D = p. Taking this into account, the following result can be deduced directly from [8, Proposition 2.5].
Proposition 2.1. Let A and B be unital Banach algebras, and let T : A → B be an additive map which is multiplicative at the unit of A. Then T (1) commutes with T (A) and T (1)T is a Jordan homomorphism.
The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader. 
is a projection. Consequently, the same conclusion holds when T is a * -homomorphism at the unit of A.
Proof. By assumption T (1) = T (11 * ) = T (1)T (1) * , and hence T (1) is a positive element in B. In particular, T (1) = T (1)
* and hence T (1)
There is an undoubted advantage in dealing with the geometric properties of C * -algebras. Our next result is a direct consequence of the Russo-Dye theorem [26] , a milestone achievement in the theory of C * -algebras. Proof. Let u be a unitary element in A. In this case,
We observe that, by Lemma 2.3, T (1) is a projection in B. Thus, T (u) is a partial isometry, and T (u) = T (1)T (u), for every unitary u in A. The Russo-Dye Theorem implies that T is continuous (see [26, Corollary 1] Proof. Proposition 2.4 proves that T is continuous. Let us take a = a * in A. Since e ita is a unitary element in A for every t ∈ R, we deduce that
for every real t. Taking the first derivative in t we get
and
for every real t. The case t = 0 shows that
Taking a new derivative at t = 0 in (4) we prove that
for every a = a * . Combining the above identities with the conclusions in Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 we have
for every a = a * . It is well known that in these circumstances T is a Jordan * -homomorphism. 
It is easy to check that the T is a unital Jordan * -homomorphism. Furthermore, since every one-sided invertible element in M 2 (C) is invertible, T is a * -homomorphism at the unit element of M 2 (C).
Furthermore, the element a = 1 −1 1 −1 satisfies a(a * ) * = (a * ) * a = 0 and
, which shows that T is not a * -homomorphism at zero, and hence T is not multiplicative.
In the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, obviously, every * -homomorphism Φ : A → B is a * -homomorphism at the unit of A. Example 2.7 above shows that the reciprocal is, in general, hopeless. We shall seek for additional hypothesis to conclude that a * -homomorphism at the unit of A is a * -homomorphism. We recall that a unital C * -algebra A is said to be finite if its unit is a finite projection. Otherwise, A is called infinite. Equivalently, a unital C * -algebra A, is infinite if it contains an infinite projection p, that is, p is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to its subprojections. 
Proof. Assume that T is a
* -homomorphism at 1. By Theorem 2.5, T is a Jordan * -homomorphism, T (1) = p is a projection in B and T (A) ⊆ pBp. Let W denote the von Neumann subalgebra of B * * generated by T (A). Clearly, W ⊆ pB * * p. Applying [27, Theorem 3.3] , there exists a central projection q ∈ W such that qT :
Since q is central in W and T is a * -homomorphism at 1, it follows that qT and (1 − q)T are * -homomorphisms at 1. We focus on the map T 1 = (1 − q)T : A → W which is a * -anti-homomorphism. Its kernel, K = ker(T 1 ), is a norm-closed * -ideal of A. Since A is simple, either K = {0} or K = A. Suppose that K = {0}. In this case, T 1 : A → W is an injective * -anti-homomorphism, which is a * -homomorphism at 1. Since A is simple and infinite, we deduce from [6, Proposition V.2.3.1(v)] that A contains a left (or right) invertible element which is not invertible. Pick a, b ∈ A such that b * a = 1 and ab * = 1. Applying that T 1 is a * -homomorphism at 1, we get
Taking into account that T 1 is a * -anti-homomorphism, it follows that
which, by the injectivity of T 1 , implies that 1 = ab * , and we get a contradiction. Therefore, K = A and hence T = qT is a * -homomorphism.
The previous theorem gives conditions on a unital C * -algebra A to guarantee that every * -homomorphism at the unit element is a * -homomorphism. In the next results we explore how to strength the assumptions on the mapping to obtain the same conclusion.
Theorem 2.9. Let T : A → B be a linear map between C * -algebras, where A is unital. Suppose that T satisfies the following conditions:
Proof. We explore first the consequences derived from condition (a). By Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, we conclude that T (1) is a projection, T is bounded, and T (a) = T (1)T (a), for every a ∈ A. Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, given a = a * in A, since e ita is a unitary element in A for every t ∈ R, we get
for every real t. Taking the first derivative at t we get
for every real t. In particular, for t = 0 we get T (a)T (1)
Let us focus on condition (b). Let us define a mapping
Clearly, φ is a bounded bilinear map, and, by condition (b), it satisfies
By [3, Theorem 2.11], φ(a, bc) = φ(ab, c) for every a, b, c ∈ A. That is,
for every a, b, c ∈ A. Taking a = 1 in the above identity, we have
for every b, c ∈ A. In particular, given
Therefore, T sends positive elements to positive elements, and hence T is symmetric. Finally, since T is symmetric, identity (6) can be rewritten as T (bc) = T (b)T (c), (for all b, c ∈ A), which shows that T is multiplicative, as desired. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.9 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.11. Let T : A → B be a linear map between C * -algebras, where A is unital. The following conditions are equivalent:
It is natural to ask whether the role played by 1 and 0 in the previous corollary can be also played by a non-zero projection and its complement. T (p) = T (c * dp) = T (c) * T (dp), and
* . Therefore T is a * -homomorphism at 1, and hence Theorem 2.5 concludes that T is a Jordan * -homomorphism.
Problem 2.13. Let T : A → B be a linear map between C * -algebras, where A is unital, and let p be a non-zero projection in A. Suppose T is a * -homomorphism at p and at 1 − p. Is T a * -homomorphism?
3.
* -homomorphisms at some distinguished unitary
In the previous section we conducted a study of linear maps between C * -algebras that are * -homomorphisms at the unit element. Surprisingly, if the unit element is replaced by a unitary element the difficulties are more numerous. Furthermore, if we also assume that T (1)T (x) = T (x) for every x ∈ A (that is the case when T (u) is a unitary), then T is a Jordan homomorphism.
Proof. By hypothesis,
Moreover
Merging these equations we prove
and similarly T (u)T (1) = T (u). (9) Let v be a unitary element in A. By assumptions we have
From identities (13) and (10) we get
Similarly, from identities (12) and (11) we get
Having in mind again that every element a ∈ A, with ||a|| < is a convex combination of four unitary elements, we conclude that
or equivalently,
for every x ∈ A. In particular,
for every x ∈ A. Equations (7) and (17) show that T (u) * T (u) = T (u)T (u) * . Let us take a = a * in A and t ∈ R. By choosing in (10) and (11) the unitary element v = e ita we conclude that
for every real t. Replacing t by 0 in the above identities, we obtain
for every a = a * in A. By linearizing we obtain:
for every x in A. For x = u * , the above equalities give
From identitities (7), (9) and (21) 
for all x ∈ A. Taking a new derivative at t = 0 in (18) and (19) we obtain that
and 0 = −T (ua 2 )T (1) * + T (ua)T (a) * + T (ua)T (a)
for every a = a * in A. Having into account (20) in the last two equalities we deduce that
for all a = a * in A. Now, since T (1) is a projection, we know from (22) for every a = a * in A. We have therefore proved that T (1) is a projection commuting with T (A) and that T (1)T is a Jordan homomorphism.
For the final statement, we observe that if T (u) is a unitary, then, by (21), T (1) also is a unitary in B and hence T (1) = 1. The rest of the statement is clear.
We can obtain a better conclusion by strengthening the hypothesis in the previous theorem. 
